
Pipeline
Strad’s matting and surface equipment fleets support multiple 
segments of the pipeline industry.  From matting right-of-way access 
and project sites to offering a range of surface equipment for drilling, 
boring or integrity work; Strad manages any size of project from 20 
mats to 40,000+. No matter the project size or scope, our experienced 
team can respond quickly, provide insight and efficiently execute any 
job. 

Expertise

Our people are experts in our products and take a consultative 
approach with customers. We can recommend mat size, type, and 
quantity, to find exceptional project savings. With surface equipment 
available for rent too, Strad is also a one-stop shop for all the 
accessory equipment the project site may require.    

The Environment

The environment is a critical piece of the puzzle for all projects and our matting is designed to protect the ground underneath. A 
properly matted project not only ensures crews and equipment can get around with ease, but it also improves the reclamation process 
by preventing rutting and guarding against soil cross-contamination in the most sensitive of areas. 

Mat Cleaning Services

When addressing the strictest of environmental concerns, Strad offers mat washing services at site to clean all sizes and varieties of 
mats. Using a mat washing system helps to stop the spread of noxious weeds or soil disease. Our cleaning system also allows us to 
adjust the level of washing required to meet the project need or landowner concern.

Service Excellence – 24/7

Strad is proud of being the best in the business and our purpose is to go beyond expectations. From efficient mobilization to 
demobilization to best-in-class onsite service, our team always works quickly to execute projects safely without cost overruns or time 
delays. And, our experienced Sales and Logistics teams are available around-the-clock to help with whatever other needs might arise.

To learn more about how we can help your next project, reach out below or by phone, or check out our full listing of products 
and experience the Strad difference.
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